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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
My Introduction to Guatemalan Textiles
As a textile designer working in Tokyo, Japan, I
looked into ethnographic textiles as a source of
inspiration.

Photographs of Guatemalan textiles caught

my attention because of the vivid colors and dynamic
design which appeared to have the depth and strength
lacking in the commercial design and art I was exposed
to at the time.

My fascination grew even stronger after

visiting museums and looking at the real textiles. My
genuine curiosity in the creators of these garments and
the culture where these pieces of material culture come
from took me to the point of deciding to pursue a
master's degree in anthropology.

My interest in

Guatemalan textiles shifted from a purely aesthetic to a
more anthropological one, in search of a better under
standing of the culture where such creativity was being
cultivated.
Literature Review
Anthropologists have produced abundant documentation
of Guatemalan Indian costumes from Highland Guatemala

1
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(Figure 1).

Many anthropologists writing on Guatemala

have acknowledged the distinctive role of dress in a
matter of ethnic identity in the Guatemalan Indian
culture.

It is noteworthy that the characteristic

features of clothing emphasize the difference between
groups rather than the unity within the group created by
the dresses

(Hendrickson 1986).

The Indians dressed in

their own community's traditional costume are immediate
ly distinguishable from those from the other com
munities .
Several different social scientific approaches to
the analysis of Guatemalan textiles have been employed.
One of the approaches to traditional clothing deals with
the tradition and the history of clothing.

Chronology

of weaving and the changes in techniques and patterns
are treated historically in this approach.

Others

(O'Neal 1945; Osborne 1965; Osborne and Wood 1966) have
dealt mainly with the description of the textiles, while
briefly mentioning the symbolism of patterns and decora
tion (Osborne 19 65).

Among some other approaches taken

by social scientists are:

emphasis on the produc

tion technique and the physical appearance of the dress
(Petterson 1977);

emphasis on local costumes in

relation to that tovm, i.e., fashions which inform the
habits of weavers; focus on the economical aspects of
the textiles;

and data collection in the folklore
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Figure 1. Map of Guatemala (from Indian Crafts of
Guatemala and El Salvador, 1965, page 38).
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tradition (Hendrickson 1986).
Despite these different approaches, it cannot be
said that Guatemalan textiles have been thoroughly and
systematically analyzed.

In my search for an analytical

social scientific method which could be applied profita
bly to the Guatemalan textiles, I therefore did not
confine myself to clothing as such but treated Guatema.Ian textiles as part of material culture without
differentiation between art and craft.
Potential Approaches
The body of my data is from the Collection of
Highland Guatemalan women's blouses

(huipiles)

in the

Field Museum of Chicago, and the available information
on the time and place of origin is not always clear.
The fact that I had little control over the sample,
which had been collected by several different people by
chance over a long period of time, put some restrictions
on the type of approach I could select for an analysis
of the Guatemalan textiles.

In this search for a

suitable approach, my interest was in the garments
themselves, and their relationships with the culture and
the society which produced and used them.

I did not

want to limit the focus only to particular designs as
isolated elements but wished to study what could be said
about the culture that created the layout and the
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pattern of the entire garment.
Several possible approaches to material culture that
have been developed by anthropologists were considered
in selecting an approach to Guatemalan textiles for this
research.

These include:

a structuralist approach, two

kinds of symbolic analysis, functionalist approach, an
ethnoscientific approach and John L. Fischer's

(1961)

hypothesis of socio-structural analysis based on his
article, "Art Styles as Cultural Cognitive Maps."
Fischer's hypothesis correlates the use of design
elements, their enclosure, use of space, and symmetry
with basic structures of the society.

In the following

paragraphs the approaches will be briefly described,
with examples of how they have been applied, and briefly
discussed in terms of their potential for the body of
data available for this research.
A structuralist approach to visual-tactile data
attempts to find the organizing principles behind form
and design.

The work on folk costume of Moravian

Slovakia by Bogatyrev (1971) is an example of this
approach.

Bogatyrev analyzed the costumes by isolating

the aesthetic elements and practical aspects which are
related to their use, and relating the difference in
emphasis to the occasion of use.

Symbolic meanings of

designs on the clothing were included in this study to
decipher the organizing principles behind them.
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Bogatyrev pointed out two levels of meanings on the
clothing, the surface and the second.

The surface level

is related to use and aesthetic aspects, and has no
meaning.

The second level reflects deeper meanings,

such as social status, indexical of wearer's origin,
ritualistic, ceremonial, etc., and pertains to his study
of Slovakian clothing.
In order to take this approach for analyzing
Guatemalan textiles, the design elements on the textiles
should be identified and mapped in terms of frequency
and distribution, to realize the entire composition and
the organizing principle behind them.

Design elements

on individual garments or several garments may be
mapped.

The same mapping can be done for men's and

women's garments separately.

These processes of

identifying complementary features, their transfor
mations and their fan of meanings, can be conducted by
using the actual textiles or photographs of them as long
as complete design panels are visible.

Information on

the ethnographical background of the region where the
textiles come from, the mythology relevant for an
understanding of design motifs, decoration, material,
use and any other relevant information may be used to
broaden the basis for the interpretation.

Ideally this

approach should yield insights into basic tenets of
life, the order of nature and human beings' place in the
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world.

The reason why this approach wasn't selected is

because information attained through this approach
pertain more to philosophy and cognition than to socio
cultural features.
Symbolic analysis, which focuses on eliciting the
symbolic meaning of individual design elements and thus
on patterns as a communication device, can be applied to
the textiles.

References to .symbolic meanings of

individual design elements are

mentioned in the

literature on Guatemalan textiles

(O'Neal 1945;

Osborne

1965? Petterson 1977), but the contexts in which the
information was gathered are not very clear and the
available information is not systematic enough to make
this approach feasible

(see Figure 2).

Figure 2.

Illustrations of Designs

•Source;

Emery and Fiske (1977), Round Table on Museum
Textiles, 1976 Proceedings, 396.
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According to Osborne

(1965), double-headed eagle

represents the Great God with two faces.
There are two different ways of conducting symbolic
analysis.

One is to use ethnographic information on the

wider cultural context to infer the symbolic meaning of
things.

The information may be acquired through

informants, e.g., weavers, or through surveys of the
general public.

This information can be compared with

symbols used in mythology, religious beliefs, cere
monies, story telling, songs, and other available texts
(in a broad sense), to arrive at a comprehensive
interpretation of what individual motifs mean.

Nancy

Mann (1973) took this approach in her study of Walbiri
iconography.

She elicited the meanings of the designs

in bark paintings and other decorations through informa
tion gathered in extensive fieldwork.

This approach

wasn't selected for the reason that it requires exten
sive fieldwork and detailed ethnographic knowledge.
In another symbolic approach, the meanings of
symbols in the Euro-U.S. culture are applied to analyze
the Guatemalan textiles.

An example of this approach is

a comparative study of the symbolic meaning of the
double-headed eagle in Spanish and Mayan cultures
(Schevill 19 85).

This kind of approach could be applied

to my data but the decoding of individual designs was
not my goal.

Moreover, the kind of information I was
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interested in for relating textiles to the society at
large cannot be obtained through this type of analysis.
Functionalist approaches view culture as an
integrated whole in which all constituent parts are
interrelated.

Therefore, art is not looked at as an

isolated phenomenon, but as a part of a culture which
affects other parts and thus contributes to the workings
of the whole system.

Biebuyck (197 6) took this approach

to study the decline of Lega art.

Lega carving was

observed in the cultural context of the relations to
socio-cultural ideas and practices of which it was a
part.

Using this approach, Guatemalan textiles would be

observed in relation to the entire society.

This

approach would necessitate intensive field work in order
to elicit the totality of functions

(such as economic,

utilitarian, symbolic) and interrelationships.

There

are not enough data in the literature for a meaningful
functionalist analysis.
The ethnoscientific approach focuses on modes of
classification of things and experiences of the people
to find the logic behind the categories used by them to
structure their world.
of color-nomenclature

For example, a comparative study
(Berlin and Kay 1969) led to the

discovery of universal sequences in the acquisition of
color categories.

Likewise, classifications of design

elements, types of garments, colors, materials, and
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techniques used in textiles can be elicited along with
categorization of design elements such as animals,
flowers, geometric designs, or composition.

The

necessary information can be obtained from weavers,
and/or from the people in general by interviews.
However, the information is heavily language-oriented,
and intensive field research would be necessary to
conduct this type of research.
John L. Fischer, in an article titled "Art Styles as
Cultural Cognitive Maps"

(1961), suggested that art is

an ideal image of the society.

He suggests that design

elements are repetitive, simple, non-enclosed,and
symmetrical with empty space around them in the arts of
egalitarian societies, in which people visualize
themselves as equal to each other, much alike, yet
autonomous, without being framed in rigid structure.

On

the other hand, elements in the arts of hierarchical
societies are non-repetitive, complex and enclosed with
little empty space thus expressing differences between
people, emphasis on individuality, well-defined struc
tures and boundaries, and contacts to different com
munities characteristic of complex societies.
In comparison to other approaches, John Fischer's
approach has the advantage of being applicable to the
existing body of data without requiring specific
historical information about the origins of garments
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themselves, the weavers, symbol-system, or exhaustive
ethnographic detail.

The analysis relies on the

formalistic variables of use of space, enclosure,
repetition and complexity of design and relates these to
broad features of the social structure.

The layout and

the patterns of the entire garment are used for this
analysis.

The limited and unreliable information on the

background, origin and ethnography of textiles does not
affect the quality of this analysis.

For these reasons,

I selected Fischer's approach to be used for the
analysis of my body of data.
Objective of This Paper
John L. Fischer's

(1961) hypothesis suggests a high

correlation between design and the complexity of the
social structure.

Fischer's analysis has been applied

in classical archaeology to the analysis of Greek vase
painting (Dressier and Robbins 197 5) .

In this paper, I

will apply Fischer's methodology and purpose to the
Guatemalan textiles.

My work suggests modifications to

Fischer's original analysis, but the modifications do
not change his main thesis.

Further added to the

original analysis are clarifications on the method of
analysis and more details.

The results of this formal

analysis will be tested with pertinent ethnographic
information on Guatemalan Society to check the potency
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of Fischer's modified analysis.
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CHAPTER I I

DATA
General Background
Guatemalan women's garments are probably best known
for their colorful weaving and the characteristic styles
of each community that define the geographic origin of
the wearer.

The use and layout of elements, rather than

differences in kinds of elements used, distinguishes one
style from another.

The weavers are guided by tradi

tional usage of designs although new elements are
constantly introduced in the repertoire.

For these, the

weaving technique together with aesthetics, and use of
colors are usually passed on from mothers to daughters.
The knowledge of weaving is an essential part of
Guatemalan Indian women's qualifications for successful
womanhood

(Osborne 1965) .

Weaving used to be dona

mostly for family members and oneself.

However,

nowadays the textiles are made to be sold in other
communities and markets, as well as to tourists.

This

orientation to the mass-market and commercialization of
textiles brought a loss of genuine designs and deterior
ation in quality of the garments.

The use of commercial

yarns has certainly changed the whole color repertoire

13
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14
and increased the choices for the weavers.
Archaeological Evidence
The Mayan people who inhabited Highland Guatemala
are the ancestors of the Guatemalan Indians of today.
However, very little is known about the weaving and
costumes prior to the 19th century.

Pictorial represen

tations and remains of fabrics are poorly preserved.
Spindle whorls from Middle Preclassic period of the
Mayan prehistory (600-300 B.C.) are indications of
textile technology of that period.

Figurines from the

Middle to Late Preclassic period (500 B.C.- A.D. 300)
depict weaving women with knee-length skirts and men
with loincloths.

There seems to be more emphasis on

elaborate ceremonial gear than on everyday clothing in
the archaeological remains

(Rowe 1981).

History
The impact of the Spanish influence upon Mayan
culture was sudden and forceful from the beginning of
Spanish-Indian interaction, as the Spanish intent was to
conquer and dominate the native population.

Small

kingdoms, partly corresponding to different language
groups and sub-groups, ruled the Highland area when the
Spanish arrived.

The Spanish conquest was fully

achieved in 1524, after the elites and the ruling
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members of the kingdoms were all replaced.

Towns were

organized according to the Spanish grid system with
central plazas and churches.

The Spanish rulers forced

conversion to Catholicism on the native Indians
1981;

(Rowe

Schevill 1985).

A Spanish Royal Edict issued in 1563 prohibited
brocading, the surface ornamentation weaving used by
Guatemalan weavers.

The use of gold and silver thread

in any garment was prohibited also.

Conquered Mayans

were forced to wear homogeneous garments, giving up
their traditional costumes.

Lineage clan designs of the

Mayans were believed to be pagan in origin and banned
along with native religious practices

(Schev.ill 1985) .

The reason why modern weavers do not know the origins of
their designs and are unable to answer many questions
about their textiles may lie in the severe disruption of
their culture at that time.

The context in which the

designs existed was eliminated by the Spanish con
querors, and the designs' original meanings were lost.
Guatemala achieved political independence from Spain
in 1821.

However, independence had little effect on the

natives' lives because the country was ruled by nonIndians, the Spanish descendants.

An aggressive

agricultural export industry was established in the late
19th century, which altered the traditional way of life
of Indians and consequently their styles of dressing as
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well.

The Indians were forced to work in the coastal

plantations, leaving their highland communities for long
periods of time.

Outside their communities, the

traditional costume no longer functioned properly, and
the Indians adopted the European way of dressing
(Schevill 19 85) .

One reason why male traditional

costumes are used less than female ones now may be
because men left their communities for longer periods of
time and therefore were exposed to Western styles of
clothing more intensively than women.
The revolution of 1944 eliminated the forced labor
system in Guatemala.

A movement of the Reformed

Catholics called "Accion Catolica" was organized as an
attempt to combat the (indigenous) civil-religious
hierarchies that had been in control for centuries.

The

traditional costumes symbolized the traditional hierar
chical system and were associated with that system.

The

movement aimed to liberate the dress style symbolizing
the hierarchy and detach the younger generation from the
traditions embedded in the civil-religious hierarchy and
activities

(Rowe 1981;

Schevill 1985).

Despite the pressures to change, the traditional
costumes of the Guatemalan Indians have managed to
survive.

Cultural change cannot be measured only by

the outside influences and stresses that a group faces
but has to take into account the combination of these
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and the socio-cultural contexts in which that tradition
lives and operates

(Biebuyck 1976).

The textiles of

Guatemala might be detached from the original religious
and mythological context of symbols and meanings but the
tradition of making and weaving them still has been
transmitted from one generation to the next.

The

traditional weaving technique, the backstrap loom, and
the designs are still being used today.
Huipiles— Material of Analysis
A huipil is the Guatemalan Indian woman's blouse and
is worn over a skirt made by wrapping a piece of
rectangular cloth around the waist.

The huipil is

usually made of pieces of rectangular fabric woven on
backstrap looms and sewed together (Figures 3 and 4).
The openings for head, hands and the bottom are left
unsewn. In addition to brocading

(a particular technique

of surface ornamentation), embroidery is sometimes done
on the woven fabric.
The sample of huipiles used in this study are from
the textile collection of the Field Museum of Natural
History in Chicago, Illinois.

The collection consists

of 50 pieces collected between 1929 and 1975 in the
highlands of Guatemala

(Figure 1, Table 1).

The

huipiles were examined and photographed at the Field
Museum during Fall of 19 88 (Appendix B ) .

The informa
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Sraecai

Figure 3.
Source:

Illustration of a Huipil.
Emery and Fiske (1977), Round Table on Museum
Textiles, 1976 Proceedings, 142.

tion gathered from the registration book included the
registration number, the year the textile was collected
and the place of origin of the textile.

The accuracy

and extent of information available varied, and resulted
in the incomplete table of the Appendix A.
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Figure 4.

Photograph of a Backstrap Loom in Use.

Source:

Carnegie Institute of Washington News Service
Bulletin. 1935, 3_:161.
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Table 1
Breakdown of the 50 Huipiles by Region

Region

Chimaltenango

Number of Pieces

17

El Quiche

6

Solola

2

Sacatepeguez

10

Guatemala

10

Quetzaltenango

3

Escuintla

1

Totonicapan

1

Total

50
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CH A PTER I I I

ANALYSIS
The summary of Fischer's analysis and the suggested
changes are presented here.

The result of the modified

Fischer's analysis of the 50 pieces of huipiles will be
presented in the next chapter.
Some terms used in the summary of the analysis need
to be briefly clarified: hierarchical societies are
those societies in which the people are stratified into
classes or statuses having differential prestige and
power;

egalitarian societies are social organizations

operating on the principle that all its members are
given equal prestige and equal responsibility in the
functioning of that system (Berreman et al. 1971).
These terms are used without elaboration by Fischer and
form essential categories in his hypothesis and analy
sis.

However, the term 'egalitarian' is problematic

because in no society are all members equal in the above
sense, while even hierarchical societies have egali
tarian elements.
Summary of Fischer's Original Analysis
Fischer's study of art designs

(1961) tests the

21
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relationship of art styles and social variables.

The

general theoretical position underlying this approach is
that social fantasy is an important determinant of the
expressive forms of culture (such as visual arts).

What

is meant by social fantasy is the artists' fantasies
about social conditions which give them security and
pleasure, which in turn are taken to be desired social
situations.

It is pointed out that the artists are not

fully aware of the significance of their art as repre
sentative of fantasized social situations.
Fischer lists three assumed relations of artists to
their society.

Firstly, although artists cannot be

assumed to possess modal personalities of their society,
they are in some sense keenly aware of the social
structure and the modal personality of their culture.
Secondly, all sane persons participate to a considerable
extent in modal personality qualities of the group and
the successful artists have a greater than average
ability to express these qualities through their art.
The individual personality of the artist is expressed
under special circumstances but most societies in the
sample Fischer used have strict social and traditional
controls on art production, limiting individual and
idiosyncratic variation.

Thirdly, the latent social

meaning of art refers mainly to people, especially to
physical configurations and to gestures and motor
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patterns. Fischer constructs his hypothesis with the
assumption that the pictorial elements in design are, on
a psychological level, abstract and unconscious repre
sentations of persons in the society.
The first hypothesis postulates a correlation
between visual repetition and so-called egalitarian
societies.

An individual's security in egalitarian

societies depends on the number of equal comrades it
possesses.

The multiplication of design elements

symbolically stands for multiplication of equal
comrades.

The repeated designs will tend to be simple

for two reasons: one, because it is easier to maximize
repetition with simple elements than with complex
elements, and second because near-uniform features deemphasize interpersonal differences in a society which
places importance on egalitarian relationships.
On the other hand, security in hierarchical
societies depends on graded relationships among people
in a number of differentiated positions.

Artistically,

this is expressed through integration of a variety of
distinct elements.

The complex design elements allow

greater variation to express the difference between
elements where there is a greater symbolic emphasis on
personal differentiation.
In the second hypothesis, empty space is
associated with so-called egalitarian societies.

In
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egalitarian societies, other people are considered
either comrades or otherwise potential enemies or
unimportant.
avoided.

Therefore, people who are not comrades are

Egalitarian societies are usually small and

fearful of foreigners because external aggression can
easily disrupt them.

Moreover, as these societies are

usually economically independent they do not look for
outside contacts to obtain food.

The ideal situation of

the close-knit small society is isolation from hostile
outside groups.

This ideal social situation is repre

sented through empty space around designs.
Security in hierarchical societies is produced by
individuals being positioned in the hierarchy and by
incorporating strangers into the hierarchy, usually in
power relationships like dominance and submission.
Peace and stability in hierarchical societies is
attained by maintaining amiable hierarchical relation
ships with neighboring communities.

Therefore, art in

hierarchical societies shows crowded designs with little
empty space around design elements.
In the third hypothesis, symmetry is associated with
so-called egalitarian societies.
a special case of repetition.

Symmetry is considered

In addition to that,

bilateral symmetry encompasses the original image and
its mirror image, which is the opposite or the negative
of the first.

Fischer points out that this could
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suggest an egalitarian society in which there is
competition between ostensible equals, or a society with
some interest in establishing a hierarchy but without
much success in doing so.
Fischer recognizes a problem with his sample which
consists of simple and middle-level societies, with Bali
as the only literate society included.

Perhaps for

artists in large scale, stable, hierarchical societies,
the relationship to a social hierarchy is taken for
granted more than in middle-level hierarchic societies.
Therefore artists in large scale hierarchical societies
might safely engage in compensatory fantasies of
temporary withdrawal from hierarchy, which will be
represented with empty spaces.
The fourth hypothesis associates enclosed figures
with hierarchical societies, assuming that boundaries
between individuals of different ranks are important in
hierarchical societies.

Fischer points out that one may

be tempted to argue that enclosed figures should
characterize the art of egalitarian societies as a means
of symbolizing isolation.

However, the isolation in

that case is not of an individual but instead of the
whole in-group, because close contact with other
individuals is desired within the group.

This might

lead one to hypothesize that artists in egalitarian
societies would frame the entire design in an enclosure
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to achieve the isolation of the group but not to
separate designs

(individuals) from one another.

The general point of view here is that art styles
are highly related to various social conditions via
social fantasy and creativity.

Fischer suggests that

art work should be regarded as a kind of map of the
artists' society.

The question of whether the artists

are depicting a wish rather than social reality may be
raised.

However the two are closely related and for the

wish-fulfillment art to be effective it must be close to
reality to make it plausible.

Finally, Fischer suggests

that the study of art styles in relation to social
conditions opens up the possibility of applying the
methodology to extinct cultures, and to reconstructing
the social conditions through material remains.
Suggested Changes
Analytical and Impressionistic Criteria
First of all, the above summarized four classifi
cation categories

(repetition and complexity of

elements, emptiness of space, enclosure, symmetry)
seemed too simplistic when applied to my data.
Difficulties arose in maintaining consistency, and
observations varied according to whether the designs
were observed analytically or impressionistically.

In
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analytical observation one measures actual design forms
and their structure, considering how the weavers have
achieved the design.

The impressionistic way of

observation deals with the design in a holistic manner.
It is not concerned with the structural details but with
the overall effect as it appears to the observer's eye,
without consideration of the distribution or kinds of
design elements. This distinction is important to
achieve more consistent observations than Fischer's, who
did not clearly define the method of observation.
Colors in a design may be repetitious if observed
analytically but non-repetitious in an impressionistic
observation.

For example, if a bird design is

repeatedly distributed in a garment in black, red, blue
and white, the viewer may get an impression of non
repetitiveness even though the design element is
repeatedly used.
The textile may have little empty space analytically
in terms of design elements and use of space, but it may
be categorized as having a lot of empty space impres
sionistically, if the colors are very alike and blend
together.

For example, if light blue is used on the

background and a fine line design of slightly darker
blue than the background occupies the garment's surface,
a viewer might get an impression of empty space because
of the design's' weak impact on his/her eyes.
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Repetition and Complexity of Elements
Fischer recognizes only two possible combinations
for repetition and complexity of elements:

(1) the

repetition of simple elements representing egalitarian
society, and (2) non-repetition of complex elements
representing stratified hierarchical society.

I believe

that these can be profitably subdivided by treating
repetition and complexity of elements separately.

The

reason for this separate treatment is that the societies
are not clear-cut isolated entities as treated by
Fischer.

A society may contain egalitarian elements in

a hierarchical structure and vice versa.

Moreover,

different combinations of repetition and complexity came
up during

my initial observations of the textiles,

leading me to separate the two.
The repetition of elements represents a number of
equal comrades producing security in egalitarian
societies and non-repetition represents the status
inequality valued positively in hierarchical societies,
according to Fischer.
be elaborated further.

This repetition of elements may
There are three possible

repetitions: vertical, horizontal, and both vertical and
horizontal

(Figure 5).

Vertical repetition may be the

representation of kinship units and people's emphasis on
the unity of a group without internal stratification.
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Horizontal repetition

may indicate a small-scale

egalitarian sub-group within a large hierarchical
society without full participation in the hierarchical
scheme.

The inequality with other sub-groups is

reflected in the lack of vertical repetition.

In both

of these cases of repetition the egalitarian element of
the society is modified.

The horizontal-vertical

repetition corresponds to Fischer's category of repeti
tive design.
Simple elements are used in egalitarian societies to
de-emphasize the actual personality differences and to
portray the members as equal comrades, according to
Fischer.

My analysis suggests that there might be cases

of egalitarian societies in which individuality does not
have to be de-emphasized in order to maintain equality.
Designs from these societies will contain repetition of
complex elements.

On the other hand, the uniqueness of

the individual may be de-emphasized in a hierarchical
society where equality nevertheless is only an ideal and
this will be represented by non-repetition of simple
elements.

These categories are potential theoretical

combinations and the sample of 50 huipiles may not
contain all those categories.
In summary, the possible modified categories ares
repetition (horizontal/vertical/horizontal-vertical) of
simple or complex elements or non-repetition of simple
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or complex elements.

These items are mapped both

analytically and impressionistically

(Figure 5) .

Emptv Space and Little Empty Space
The only modification from the original category
suggested here is to observe this category analytically
and impressionistically (Figure 6).

A

simple vertical
repetition

A

;vf

Av A A A

simple horizontal
repetition

simple horizontal/
vertical
, repetition

bar
complex vertical
repetition

Figure 5.

complex horizontal
repetition

complex vertical/
horizontal
repetition

Modified Analytical Categories:
and Complexity of Elements.

Repetition
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little empty space

Modified Analytical Categories:

Space.

Enclosure and Non-Enclosure
The suggested changes in this category are to
differentiate the types of enclosure, and to observe
analytically and impressionistically.

Enclosure

reflects the importance of the boundary between indiv
iduals of different ranks in the hierarchical societies,
according to Fischer.

He explains that higher statuses

are protected from lower b y physical boundaries such as
walls, fences and doors.
I would suggest differentiating between single
element enclosure and enclosure of group of elements
(Figure 7).

The enclosing of a group of elements may

signify the desire to isolate the whole in-group from
the rest, with close contact still being desirable
within the group.

That in-group may be a kinship group,

or any other type of group or community.
single element enclosure

I suggest that

represents hierarchical

society as in the original analysis.
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E 0 0
no enclosure

Figure 7.

enclosed group
of elements

single element
enclosure

Modified Analytical Categoriess

Enclosure.

Symmetry and Asymmetry
Symmetry is a special case of repetition.

According

to Fischer, bilateral symmetry is characteristic of
egalitarian societies where emphasis is placed on
competition between ostensible equals, with some
interest in establishing a hierarchy, but without
success in stabilizing it.

My suggestion is to divide

symmetry into three categories analogous to repetition:
horizontal

(Fischer's "bilateral"), vertical, and

horizontal-vertical
horizontal

(Figure 8).

(bilateral)

The hypothesis that

symmetry represents competition

between ostensible equals will be used.

Vertical

symmetry may signify possible competition within a
kinship group, such as between generations. Horizontalvertical symmetry may represent both above-mentioned
aspects.
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horizontal
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vertical
symmetry

Modified Analytical Categories:

Symmetry.

Outcome of Analysis
The 50 huipiles were analyzed using the four
modified Fischer's categories as described above:
1.

Complexity of elements and types of repetition:

simple vertical, simple horizontal, simple verticalhorizontal, complex vertical, complex horizontal,
complex vertical-horizontal.
2.

Use of space: empty space, little empty space.

3.

Types of enclosure: no enclosure, single element

enclosure, group of elements enclosure.
4.

Symmetry: asymmetry, vertical symmetry, horizon

tal symmetry, vertical-horizontal symmetry.
They were observed both analytically and impress
ionistically.

The photographs, analysis- of the 50

huipiles and the breakdown of registration numbers in
each category are presented in the Appendix A and the
results of the analysis are summarized in this section.
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Analytical Observation
Table 2 illustrates repetition and complexity of
elements.

Repetitive designs

than non-repetitive designs

(86%) are more numerous

(14%).

In terms of types of

repetition, horizontal repetition (72%) outnumbers
vertical

(4%) or horizontal-vertical

repetition.

Simple design elements

complex design elements

(10%) types of
(68%) outnumber

(32%) .

Design elements of the same type but different
colors were not classified as different elements,
because no inference can be made about the intentionality of the weaver in the usage of colors.

One

type of bird design in several colors is an example
(Figure 9) .

The weaver might have intended to make that

same bird design element appear different, or else
simply might not have had any other fiber available at
the time of weaving.

CD

**

-5*

1-red, 2-green, 3-black
Figure 9.

Design and Color
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Table 2
Analytical Observation:
Repetition
and Complexity of Elements

Number of Pieces

Vertical repetition
of simple elements

% Over 50

0

• 0

26

52

Horizontal-vertical
repetition of
simple elements

5

10

Non-repetition of
simple elements

3

6

Vertical repetition,
complex elements

2

4

10

20

Horizontal-vertical
repetition, complex
elements

0

0

Non-repetition of
complex elements

4

8

Horizontal repetition
of simple elements

Horizontal repetition,
complex elements

TOTAL

50 pieces

100%
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Basic geometrical forms without many details or
intricate combinations were categorized as simple
elements

(Figure 10) .

On the other hand all other types

of designs including non-simplistic geometrical designs,
plants, animals, human beings, etc., were categorized
under complex de s i g n s .

////// / / V /////Z ^

simple

complex

Figure 10. Simple and Complex Designs.
Table 3 illustrates use of space. If designs
occupied more than half of the whole area of a huipil it
was judged to have little empty space: if designs were
used in less than.half of a huipil,
"empty space".

it was classified as

Designs with little empty space

outnumber those with empty space

(84%)

(16%).

Table 4 illustrates enclosure of elements. Designs
with enclosure
enclosure.

(88%) outnumbered those without

Enclosure of groups of elements

outnumbered single element enclosure

(86%)

(2%) .
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Table 3
Analytical Observation:
Empty Space
and Little Empty Space

Number of Pieces

Little empty space
Empty space

TOTAL

% Over 50

42

84

8

16

50 pieces

100%

Table 4
Analytical Observation:

Enclosure

Number of Pieces

Single element enclosure
Group of elements
enclosure
Non-enclosure

TOTAL

% Over 50

1

2

43

86

6

12

50 pieces

100%
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Table 5 illustrates symmetry.
outnumbered asymmetry (4%).

Symmetry (96%) far

Horizontal symmetry (84%)

was used much more than vertical

(4%) and horizontal-

vertical symmetry (8%).
Impressionistic Observation
Table 6 illustrates repetition and complexity of
elements.

Repetitive designs

than non-repetitive designs

(74%) were more numerous

(26%).

repetition, horizontal repetition
vertical

In terms of types of
(46%) outnumbered

(8%) or horizontal-vertical

repetition.

Simple design elements

complex design elements

(4%) types of
(70%) outnumbered

(30%) .

Table 7 illustrates use of space.

Designs with

little empty space (84%) outnumbered those with empty
space

(16%) . Unlike analytical observation, how much

space on the fabric panels was actually covered with
designs was neglected in favor of the general visual
impression of the use of space.

For example, the impact

of designs in a space may be greatly enhanced visually
by strong contrast of color, thus giving the design
great impressionistic impact

(Figure 11).
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Figure 11.

weak impact

Space and Color.

Table 5
Analytical Observation:

Symmetry

Number of Pieces

Vertical- symmetry

% Over 50

2

4

Horizontal-vertical
symmetry

•4

8

Horizontal symmetry

42

84

2

4

Asymmetry

TOTAL

50 pieces

100%
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Table 6
Impressionistic Observation:
Repetition
and Complexity of Elements

Number of PieceB

Vertical repetition of
simple elements

% Over 50

4

8

23

46

Horizontal-vertical
repetition of simple
elements

2

4

Non-repetition of
simple elements

6

12

Vertical repetition,
complex elements

0

0

Horizontal repetition,
complex elements

8

16

Horizontal-vertical
repetition, complex
elements

0

0

Non-repetition of
complex elements

7

14

Horizontal repetition
of simple elements

TOTAL

50 pieces

100%
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Table 7
Impressionistic Observation: Empty Space
and Little Empty Space.

Number of Pieces

Little empty space
Empty space

TOTAL

% Over 50

42

84

8

16

50 pieces

100%

Table 8
Impressionistic Observation:

Number of Pieces

Single element
enclosure

Enclosure

% Over 50

1

2

Group of elements
enclosure

38

76

Non-enclosure

11

22

TOTAL

50 pieces

100%
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Table 8 illustrates enclosure of elements.
Enclosed designs

(78%) outnumbered those without

enclosure (22%) . Enclosure of groups of elements

(76%)

outnumbered single element enclosure and non-enclosure
(24%) .
Table 9
Impressionistic Observation:

Number of Pieces

Symmetry

% Over 50

Vertical symmetry

3

6

Horizontal-vertical
symmetry

2

4

Horizontal symmetry

42

84

3

6

Asymmetry

TOTAL

50 pieces

Table 9 illustrates symmetry.
outnumbered asymmetry

100%

Symmetry (94%)

(6%). Horizontal symmetry (84%)

was more prevalent than vertical

(6%) and horizontal-

vertical symmetry (4%).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
The outcome of the analysis is presented here in
relation to the earlier stated hypothesis of design
elements being indicative of some features of social
structure.

The most numerous category from each

classification is selected as the category representing
that classification of the Highland Guatemalan society.
The outcome of the analytical and impressionistic
observations are summarized, and the implications of the
differences and similarities of these two types of
observations for the analysis are discussed.
The analytical modified analysis of the societies
of Highland Guatemala based on the 50 pieces of huipiles
in the sample suggests the existence of a strong
egalitarian element
are repetitive).

(86% of the designs of the huipiles

However, this egalitarian element is

limited to subgroups which are not perceived as equal to
other subgroups or the rest of the society (72% of the
designs are in horizontal repetition).
not emphasized among the people

Individuality is

(68% of the huipil

designs contain simple elements, while only 32% contain
complex elements).

The members of the society seem to

be very conscious of the hierarchical whole that they
43
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are part of

(84% of the huipiles have little empty space

without design elements).

Boundaries exist between

subgroups

(86% of the designs have enclosure of element

groups).

There is competitiveness between equal members

of Indian society (84% of huipil designs are horizon
tally symmetrical) .

In summary, the Indians have an

egalitarian view of their own society and their com
munities but also express the notion of being part of
the larger hierarchical system of the country.

More

over, boundaries between subgroups exist as well as
competition between equals within a subgroup.
There were variations in the outcome of the
impressionistic modified analysis compared to the
analytical one. For example, 74% of the designs were
repetitive in impressionistic observation and 86% in
analytical observation.

However, the differences are

not large enough to alter the overall patterning.
Discussion of differences and similarities of the two
methods of observation will suggest a final modification
of the method of analysis.
As mentioned above, the impressionistic observation
is a subjective, biased observation in which the
observer uses his/her own culture's aesthetic standards
of emptiness of space, complexity of design, etc., to
describe another culture's aesthetic.

As might be

expected, the outcome of the analytical and impres
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sionistic observations varied.

I therefore recommend

the method of analytical observation of textile designs
as a way to minimize the ill effects of biased impressionistic observation and to make possible a more
consistent cross-cultural comparison of the artistic
elements of textiles

(Hirschberg and Janata 1966).

The

following is a guideline of observation for the four
categories:
A. Repetition and complexity of elements:
1.

Observe the repetition of design elements

without considering color variations between same design
elements.

Classify the repetition into horizontal,

vertical or both horizontal vertical.
2.

Complexity: observe the complexity of design

elements and classify as "simple" if they are geometri
cal and not representing any image of a real object or
living organism and "complex" if they represent an image
of a real object or a living organism.
B. Use of space:
Actually measure the area used for design and the
unused area.

Classify as "little empty space" if the

area used is more than 50% of the entire available
space, and as "empty space" if more than 50% of the
available space is unused.
C. Enclosure of elements:
Classify as "non-enclosed" if there is no boundary
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(such as lines)

separating one element

elements) from the other.

(or group of

If a single element is

separated from others by a boundary classify the pattern
as "single element enclosure" and as "group of element
enclosure" if several design elements are grouped in a
cluster and separated by a boundary from other clusters.
D. Symmetry;
Classify as "asymmetry" if there is no symmetry
between any sides of the design.
into three categories

Classify as "symmetry"

(vertical, horizontal, and both

horizontal and vertical)

in accordance with the kind of

symmetry found in the design.
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CHAPTER V
THE CONTEXT OF GUATEMALAN SOCIETY
Here, the outcome of the modified Fischer's

(1961)

analysis will be related to actual features of the
social structure of Highland Guatemala gathered from
limited ethnographic information.

The positive correla

tions between the two provide support for the hypothesis
that social conditions are reflected in features of art
and that such features can therefore be used as an
indicator of social conditions.
Hierarchical Whole and Unequal
Relations Between Subgroups
The analysis suggests that the Highland Guatemalan
Indians are conscious of the hierarchical whole

(84% of

huipiles had little empty space) and there are unequal
relations between subgroups

(72% of huipiles contained

horizontal repetition).
The Indian tribes were ruled by a Mayan aristocracy
when the Spanish conquerors arrived.

The leadership was

replaced by Spaniards in the 16th century and the
country has been ruled by Spanish descendants ever
since.

Guatemalan society was divided into classes

during colonial times, with the Spanish and their
47
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descendants forming the upper class

(Termer 1957) .

In

1944, legislative distinction between Indians, Ladinos
(non-Indian or Spanish descent), and other ethnic groups
was abolished in Guatemala.

However, these legal

reforms have not undone the hierarchical system nor the
inferior position into which the Indians have been
placed for centuries

(Hawkins 19 84) . In Guatemala,

people are still divided into Ladino and Indian, and the
inequality of status between these two groups is
expressed in the ethnic terminology and in social
expressions

(Tax 1959) .

A Ladino can be from a high or

low class, and from the. cities or the countryside.
However, an "Indian" is an ethnic term that suggests
that a person is of low status, a peasant in a rural
area, uneducated, and a manual laborer (Hawkins 1984) .
Politically, Ladinos operate the national institu
tions, and executive power and control are virtually
non-Indian.

The Indians participate only on the level

of local community, which until recently was only
through the civil-religious hierarchy (Hawkins 19 84).
Economically, Indians have a measure of independence
through their subsistence farming but otherwise they are
in a subordinate position vis-a-vis the Ladinos.
Ladinos control the distribution of imported goods to
retailers while the Indians have only been involved with
partial subsistence agriculture, artisanry, and small-
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scale commerce.

Indians are often hired by Ladinos but

the opposite case is not found. Indians are generally
poorer than Ladinos in cash income and in property
ownership (Hawkins 19 84).
The Ladinos consider themselves superior and claim
to be of European ancestry, while the Indians generally
accept their ascribed inferiority and claim to be
autochthonous in origin (Tax 1959).

The awareness of

the hierarchical whole and the implicit inequality
between subgroups suggested in the analysis are consis
tent with ethnographic information.
Boundaries Between Subgroups
The analysis suggests the existence of boundaries
between subgroups

(86% of huipiles contain designs with

enclosure of element groups), ethnic and class boun
daries indeed exist between Indians and Ladinos as
described above.

Theoretically it is possible to pass

from one class to another but it does not happen very
often.

There is physical distance in addition to the

ethnic distinction between the two.

The Indians are

always associated with rural areas and the Ladinos are
often associated with urban centers

(Tax 1959) .

There are boundaries between communities of Indians
as well.

Indians from one community consider themselves

biologically and socially distinct from others.

Each
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community has distinct costumes, rituals for baptism,
naming, wedding, funeral, and family and home organiza
tions that distinguish it from other communities.

When

Indians from different communities are in contact their
interactions are impersonal and superficial to maintain
a certain distance between each other (Tax 1959) .
Boundaries between subgroups suggested in the analysis
thus are consistent with ethnographic information.
Egalitarian Elements and De-emphasized
Individuality
The analysis suggests egalitarian elements

(86% of

the huipiles contained repetitive designs) and de
emphasis of individuality
simple elements)

(68% of huipiles contained

in the Indian society.

All Indians from a community use more or less the
same dress, speak a common dialect which is distinct
from the neighboring communities, participate in the
same economic activities, in political-religious
organizations and hold common customs and beliefs
1959).

(Tax

Indians are of a kind within a community, but

only in reference to their particular community.

The

question of which community or ethnic group an Indian
belongs to is more accentuated than who that individual
is (Termer 1957).
Although there are wealth differences among
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Indians, the conceptual idea that they are generally
poor is more prominent than those differences
1984).

(Hawkins

Indians are in a similar economic situation and

status within the larger system.

The Indians charac

terize their relations to one another as more egali
tarian than between Ladinos

(Hendrikson 1986) .

The

Indians have an ideal of equality and they do not
exhibit social differences unless those are ranks in
status or prestige that anybody can obtain, derived from
age, experience or office holdings in the local civilreligious hierarchy (Colby 1967; Fuente 1967).
The egalitarian element in the form of an ideal and
de-emphasized individuality resulting from the overall
emphasis on ethnic identity are consistent with the
analysis.
Competitiveness Between Equal Members
The analysis suggests the existence of competitive
ness between individuals

(84% of huipiles contain

horizontal symmetry).
Although the social ideal is equality among the
Indians, the Indians express desire for social prestige
and power.

Those are the motivations of an Indian for

entering the cargo system of religious offices

(Colby

1967).
An Indian person may move closer to Ladino status
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through education or by improving economically (Tax
1959) .

There are a few individuals who are economically

better-off than others either because their domestic
industry has been •successful or because they entered the
salaried governmental bureaucracies as teachers through
obtaining education.

There is competition among Indians

in land ownership and increasingly in handicrafts and
businesses

(Fuente 1967).

Individual Indians have their

own principal interests in businesses and a variety of
private economic enterprises

(Tax 1959), which lead to

social and economic competition out of their desire to
improve their present situation.

Competitiveness among

equal members of the Indian society suggested in the
analysis is consistent with ethnographic information.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The objective of this paper was to apply the
modified Fischer (1961) analysis, which correlates broad
social variables and design styles, to Guatemalan
textiles, and thereby test its predictive value.

Fifty

traditional female garments were selected from the
collection of the Field Museum of Chicago for analysis
and subsequently photographed, cataloged, described and
analyzed using four design classifications.

The outcome

of the modified textile analysis was consistent with
actual social conditions in Guatemala as described in
the ethnographic literature.

This consistency supports

the modified Fischer's hypothesis.
The modifications for Fischer's methodology and
categories were necessary in order to make it applicable
cross-culturally.

Fischer did not define the units of

observations needed to classify designs into categories
such as repetition, complexity of elements, use of
space, or types of symmetry.

Clearly defined analytical

observation methods should be used for future obser
vations instead of an impressionistic method.

Other

wise, an observer will bring his/her cultural biases
into the judgment of categories.

Subdivisions wera
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added to the original categories so that observations of
a society's "egalitarian elements" and "hierarchical
elements" could take different social forms and pos
sibilities into account.

Fischer's method of analysis

with the suggested modifications and improvements
discussed in this paper are applicable in any case where
ornamented material objects are collected, such as in
archaeology, art history, or in museums.

Material

culture, objects, tools, etc., produced in any culture
can yield information on social conditions.

Designs,

besides giving clues to their creators' minds and
symbolic-metaphoric statements about their culture, may
yield accessible information on tangible social vari
ables.
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Appendix A
Design Classification By
Museum Catalog Number
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REPETITION AND OCMPEEXTIY OF ELEMENTS
1.

A.

Analytical

REPETITIVE

NCN-REEETIT1VE

(MRS)
Vertical
fRVSt

fRHVSt

Horizontal
fRHSt

188502

188503, 199094

189256, 190071

S

188504

190093, 190634

190005

I
M
P

190024

190633, 190643

L

190642

288131, 190631

190638

190496, 190641

E
188540, 190087
190085, 190086
243975, 243976
288127, 190082
190084, 190081
190061, 190083
190065, 190104
(5)
(EVC)
C
0

.190092, 190048

M
P
L
E
X

(KHVC)

(26)

(3}

(HHC)

(NRC)

190091, 190637

190059, 189983

190635, 243978

190639, 190052

189940, 288129
188951, 243977
188862, 190013
(2)

(10)

Total 50
(4)
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REPETITION AND COMPLEXXTiT OF EUMENTS
1.

B.

Impressionistic
REPETITIVE

fRHVSt

fRHSt

188502, 188504

190642

188503, 190094

190637

190092, 190024

190638

190093, 190634

190005

190633, 243978

189256

288131, 190496

190071

188540, 190087

190005

190086, 188942

190631

m f

3 h

01

fRVSt

NON ’
REPETITIVE
(NRS)

190645, 243975
190084, 190061
190083, 190065
190104
190061, 190083
190065, 190104

(4)

XMfflSon

(KVC)

(23)

(6)

(RHC)

(NRC)

190091, 190013

190059, 190052

190641, 188862

189983, 189951

190085, 243977

190639, 288129

(2)
(RHVC)

189940
..

(8)

(7)
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USE OF SEACE
2.

A.

Analytical
(E) Empty vs. (IE) Little Empty Space

______ s____________________ m
—
188503, 188504

188502, 190059, 190091, 190094

189983, 190637

190093, 190092, 190048, 190634

189256, 190071

190633, 190643, 190635, 243978

190005, 188942

288131, 190631, 190496, 190641
190024, 190642, 188540, 190087
190085, 190086, 190639, 190645A
243975, 243976, 288127, 189940
288129, 190082, 190084, 190081
190061, 190083, 190065, 189951
243977, 188862, 190104, 190013
190052, 190638

(9)

....

(42)
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USE OF SPACE
2.

B.

Impressionistic
(E) Empty vs. (IE) Little Empty Space

_______ &_____________________

m

188503, 188504, 190637

188502, 190059, 189983, 190091

190633, 189256, 190071

190094, 190093, 190092, 190048

190005, 188942

190634, 190643, 190635, 231978
288131, 190631, 190496, 190641
190024, 190642, 188540, 190087
190085, 190086, 190639, 190645A
243975, 243976, 288127, 189940
288129, 190082, 190084, 190081
190061, 190083, 190065, 189951
243977, 188862, 190104, 190013
190052, 190638

(8)

....

(421
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ENCLOSURE
3.

A.

Analytical

Single Element
fSE)
190024

Group of Elements
fGEI

Non-Enclosure
fNEt

190059, 189983, 190091, 190094

188502, 188503

190093, 190092, 190048, 190637

188504, 288129

190634, 190533, 190643, 190635

189951, 190638

243978, 288131, 189256, 190071
190005, 190631, 190496, 190641
190642, 188540, 190087, 190085
190086, 188942, 190639, 190645A
243975, 243976, 288127, 189940
190082, 190084, 190081, 190061
190083, 190065, 243977, 188862
190104, 190013, 190052
(1)

(43)

(6)
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ENCLOSURE

3.

B.

Impressionistic

Single Element
fSE)
190024

Group of Elements
fGE)

Non-Enclosure
ME1

190059, 189983, 190091, 190094

188502, 188503

190093, 190092, 190048, 190637

188504, 190648

190634, 190633, 190635, 243978

188942, 190645A

288131, 189256, 190071, 190005

288129, 190081

190631, 190496, 190641, 190642

190065, 189951

188540, 190087, 190085, 190086

190638

190639, 243975, 243976, 288127
189940, 190082, 190084, 190061
190083, 243977, 188862, 190104
190013, 190052
..tt)

(38)

(11)
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SYMMETRY
4.

A.

Analytical

Symmetry
Vertical
rsv>

Symmetry
Horizontal/
Vertical
rsmn

Symmetry
Horizontal
fSH)

Asymmetry

(A)

190092

188502

188503, 190059, 190052

190641

190048

190024

190013, 189983, 188862

190639

188504

190091, 190094, 243977

190638

190093, 190637, 189951
190634, 190633, 243977
190643, 190635, 190065
243978, 288131, 190083
189256, 190071, 190081
190005, 190631, 190061
190496, 190642, 190084
188540, 190087, 190082
190085, 190086, 288129
188942, 243976, 288127
19.0645A,243975, 189940

(2)

(4)

(42)

(2)
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SYMMETRY
4.

B.

Impressionistic

Symmetry
Vertical

(SV)

Symmetry
Horizontal/
Vertical
rsHV

188502

190024

188503, 190091, 190052

190059

190092

190638

190094, 190093, 190013

189983

190637, 190634, 190104

190048

188504

Symmetry
Horizontal

(SH)

Asymmetry

(A)

190633, 190643, 188862
190635, 243978, 243977
288131, 189256, 189951
190071, 190005, 190065
190631, 190496, 190083
190641, 188540, 190061
190087, 190085, 190081
190086, 188942, 190084
190086, 188942, 190082
190642, 190639, 288129
190645A, 243975

-

189940

243976, 288127

(3)

(2)

(42)

(3
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Appendix B
Photographs Of Textiles
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NUMBER

188502

PLACE OF ORIGIN

PATZICIA

YEAR

1929

CHIMA]LTENANGO

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTI<IAL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RVHS
RVS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

NE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYr (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

SHV

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SHV
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NUMBER

188503

PLACE OF ORIGIN

PATZICIA

YEAR

1929

CHIMAJLTENANGO

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K -AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE
A.

ANALYTICAL

NE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYi (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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NUMBER

188504

PLACE OF ORIGIN

PATZICIA

YEAR

1929

CHIMA]LTENANGO

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 3AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHVS
RVS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

NE
NE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SHV
SV
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188540

NUMBER

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQUAS CALI]SNLES,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1929

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK =AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]EiEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.

ANALYTICAL

SH.

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
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NUMBER

188862

PLACE OF ORIGIN

QUETZALTENANGO

YEAR

1894

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , VERTK :a l (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S) , COMP]LiEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
"
RHC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV) , ASYMMETRYi (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH
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NUMBER

188942
MAGDALENA DE LAS M I L R hS ALTAS,
SACIEPEQEZ

PLACE OF ORIGIN
YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
NE

(H), (HV) , ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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NUMBER

189256

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SANTO TOMAS CHICHICA.3TENANGO,
EL QUICHE

YEAR

1931

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 3AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][.EX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
NRS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRS

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL.
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH
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189940

NUMBER

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN JOSE NUCHAHUIL
GUATEMALA

YEAR

1935

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , VERTK 3AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]EiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

RHC

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

LE
LE

IMPRESSIONISTIC

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYr
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

GE

IMPRESSIONISTIC

IMPRESSIONISTIC

(A)

SH
SH
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189951

NUMBER

SAN .TUAN SACAFEPEQU1EZ,
GUATEMALA

PLACE OF ORIGIN
YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K :a l (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHC
NRC

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

NE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

(H) , (HV) , ASYMMETRYi (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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189983

NUMBER
PLACE OF ORIGIN

SANTO DOMINGO ZENACOJ,
CHIMALTENANGO
1935

YEAR

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTICAL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMPLEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
NRC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
ANALYTICAL
A.
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRC

E
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON-ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV) , ASYMMETRY (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
A
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190005.

NUMBER
PLACE OF ORIGIN

SANTO TOMAS CHICHICASTENANGO,
EL QUICHE
1947

YEAR

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , VERTICAL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMPLEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
NRS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRS

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON-ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETR1I (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH
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NUMBER

190013

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN MARTIN SACAFEPEISUEZ
QUETZALEL TENAN<30

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTIISAL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H) , (HV) , ASYMMETRYr (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH
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NUMBER

190024

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SOLOLA

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 3AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][jEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RVHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RVS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
SE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SE

SHV
SHV
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NUMBER

190048

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN JOSE POAGIL
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , VERTK -AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][EX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RVC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRC

LE
IE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SV
A

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

NUMBER

190052

PLACE OF ORIGIN

PALIN, ESQUINTA

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
NRC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

80

NUMBER

190059

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN JUAN COMALAPA
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1935

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK :al (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][SEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
NRC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYr (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
A

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

81

NUMBER

190061

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN PEDNE SACATEPEQU3EZ,
GUATEMALA

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP3LiEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

190065

NUMBER

SAN PEDNE SACATEPEQU]EZ,
GUATEMALA

PLACE OF ORIGIN
YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

GE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

(H) , (HV), ASYMMETRYf (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

83

NUMBER

190071

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SANTO TOMAS CHCICHIE23TENANGO,
EL QUICHE

YEAR

1941-47

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]UEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
NRS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NRS

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

84

NUMBER

190081

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN PEDRO SACATEPEQU]SZ,
GUATEMALA

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV) , ASYMMETRYr (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

NE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

190082

NUMBER

SAN PEDRO SACATEPEQU]EZ,
GUATEMALA

PLACE OF ORIGIN
YEAR

1941-47

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE .(SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

GE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYf (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

SH

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

86

NUMBER

190083

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN PEDRO SACATEPEQU]EZ,
GUATEMALA

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]USX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H) , (HV), ASYMMETR!I (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

190084

NUMBER
PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN PEDRO SACATEPEQU!EZ,
GUATEMALA

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP!LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H) , (HV), ASYMMETRYf (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission .

88

NUMBER

190085

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQUAS CAjCiIENKS,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK IAL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LiEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

LE

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON*-ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYr
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE
(A)

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission of th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission .

89

NUMBER

190086

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQUAS CALIENKS,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTICAL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMPLEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON-ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.

AIN AljXJLX C.A-Li

SH

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

190087

NUMBER

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQUAS CA][jIENKS ,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1941-47

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK IAL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHS
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (KV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

91

NUMBER

190091

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN JUAN COMALA]PA
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1941-47

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTI<2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]CiEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RHC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV) , ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

92

NUMBER

190092

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN JUAN COMALA]PA
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1941-47

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTK -AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NP.) , SIMPLE (S) , COMP]LiEX (C)
A.
ANALYTICAL
RVC
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)
LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
-|
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RVS

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.
ANALYTICAL
GE
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)
A.
ANALYTICAL
B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

SV
sv

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

93

NUMBER

190093

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN MARTIN JILOTEDEUf2UE,
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 3AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S) , COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYt (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

94

NUMBER

190094

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN MARTIN JILOTEDEUQIJE,
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K -AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR) f SIMPLE (S), COMP]LiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYf (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission of th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission .

NUMBER

190104

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN MARTIN SACT]EPEQUEZ,
QUETZALTENANGO

YEAR

1947

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 3AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

LE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

96

NUMBER

190496

PLACE OF ORIGIN

JOYOBAJ, EL QUI(SHE

YEAR

1967

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VE R T K 3AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission .

97

NUMBER

190631

PLACE OF ORIGIN

NEBAJ, EL QUICH]E

YEAR

1950-68

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K :al (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S) , COMP]UEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
NRS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV) , ASYMMETRYr (A)
. -----*

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission of th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission .

98

NUMBER

190633

PLACE OF ORIGIN

ZACULAPA, CHIMA]LTENANGO

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 3AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S) , COMP][iEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

J

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

99

NUMBER

190634

PLACE OF ORIGIN

COMALAPA, CHIMA:LTENANGO

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K SAL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E>

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H) , (HV) , ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

SH

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

NUMBER

190635

PLACE OF ORIGIN

COMALAPA, CHIMA]LTENANGO

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHC
RHC

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

J

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV) , ASYMMETRYr (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission of th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission .

101

NUMBER

190637

PLACE OF ORIGIN

TECPAN; CHIMALT1ENANGO

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VE R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]CiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHC
NRS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

E
E

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H) , (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

102

NUMBER

190638

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SANTA MANA CHIQ1JIMULEN,
TOTRENICAPAN

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHVS
RHVS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

NE
NE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SHV
SHV
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103

NUMBER

190639

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SANTA MANA DE J]ESUS,
SACATEQPQUEZ

YEAR

1950-68

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K -AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S) , COMP]LiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

NRC
NRC

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

1

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

GE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

(H) , (HV) , ASYMMETRYi (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

A
SH
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104

NUMBER

190641

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SACAPULAS, EL Q1JICHE

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 2AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHC

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H) , (HV) , ASYMMETRYr (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

A
SH
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105

NUMBER

190642

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN LUCAS TOLIMAN, SOLOLA

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), VERTICAL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMPLEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHVS
RHVS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON-ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRY{ (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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106

NUMBER

190643

PLACE OF ORIGIN

PATZUN, CHIMALT]SNANGO

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 2AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
NRS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

GE
NE

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V), (H), (HV), ASYMMETRYf (A)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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107

NUMBER

190645 A

PLACE OF ORIGIN

MAGDALENA DE MI]UPAS ATLAS,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1968

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K :a l (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

•3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
NE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYr (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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108

NUMBER

243975 ’

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQU j^S CALIENTES,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1974

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K IAL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYr (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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109

NUMBER

243976

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQU2\S CALIENTES,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1974

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K :a l (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][iEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

RHS

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

RHS

2) EMPTY (E)

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

SH

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
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110

NUMBER

243977

PLACE OF ORIGIN

GUATEMALA, GUAT]EMALA

YEAR

1974

1) REPETITION (R) , HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 3AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHC
RHC

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRY I (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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Ill

NUMBER

243978

PLACE OF ORIGIN

(PROBABLY COMAL APA OR
SAN MARTIN, CHI]'lALTENANGO)

YEAR

1974

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K IAL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][-EX (C)
Ac

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHC
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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112

NUMBER

288127

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN ANTONIO AQU jfcS CALIENTES,
SACATEPEQUEZ

YEAR

1975

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K 2AL (V),
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP][>EX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

LE

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE) ,
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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113

NUMBER

288129

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN PEDRO SACAT]EPEQUEZ
GUATEMALA

YEAR

1940-41

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H) , V E R T K 2AL (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S) , COMP]LEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHC
NRC

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE) , NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

NE
NE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRY f (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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114

NUMBER

288131

PLACE OF ORIGIN

SAN MARTIN, J I H DTEPEQUE,
CHIMALTENANGO

YEAR

1975

1) REPETITION (R), HORIZONTAL (H), V E R T K :a l (V) ,
HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL (HV)
NON-REPETITION (NR), SIMPLE (S), COMP]LiEX (C)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

2) EMPTY (E)

RHS
RHS

LITTLE EMPTY SPACE (LE)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

LE
LE

3) SINGLE ELEMENT ENCLOSURE (SE),
GROUP OF ELEMENTS ENCLOSURE (GE), NON--ENCLOSURE (NE)
A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

4) SYMMETRY (S)-(V),

GE
GE

(H), (HV), ASYMMETRYI (A)

A.

ANALYTICAL

B.

IMPRESSIONISTIC

SH
SH
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Photographs of Huipiles are available on request
in the Anthropology Department of
Western Michigan University
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